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Editorial
In its incessant exploration of the cosmos into the cosmos, crossing
the dimensionality barrier, science is living a unique moment with an
unstoppable knowledge growth ranging from the subtle details of the
immensity to the vastness of the very small. In the last aspect, progress
is now incredible extremely rapid, and today, shape the matter at
nanoscale to prepare engineered low dimensional systems (thin films,
elongated nanostructures and nanocrystals and quantum dots) is an
everyday reality common throughout the world. Nanoscopic objects
with an increasing (and sometimes funny) variety of sizes and forms,
including cubes.1 ellipsoids.2 cylinders.3 multisegmented cylinders.4
tubes.5 tubes in tubes.6 dendrites.7 and flower-like.8 peanut-like .9
and popcorn-like structures.10 have been successfully obtained and
studied, providing new insights on the physicochemical properties
of the matter with an invaluable technological potential. Particularly,
nanomaterials, through their interactions with the electromagnetic
radiation, electrons, molecules, exciting electric or magnetic
fields and/or tensile stresses, allow us to intervene on physical
processes at the nanometric (or even atomic) scale, providing new
principles to develop innovative sensors, nano-electro-mechanical
systems (NEMS), magnetic random access memories (MRAMs)
and revolutionary electronic and photonic devices. In this manner,
during the last decades and to our astonishment, we have witnessed
the detection of single molecules.11 the measure of temperature and
pH fluctuations at the nanoscale.12 the preparation of nanomaterials
with Young’s modulus several times than that of the diamond.5 the
finding of new sources of magnetic anisotropy related to the low
dimensionality.13 and its use to shift the superparamagnetic limit
for the magnetic recording media.14 the spin-dependent trapping of
electrons.15 the efficient transport of excitons to design novel light
sources of many emission-colors.16 and the amazing electron transport
in Graphene similar than relativistic particles with zero rest mass and
with an “effective speed of light” of 106 ms-1.17 among other many
surprising events.
Equally impressive are the great advances achieved with the
exploitation of the uniqueness potential of nanomaterials in the
biomedical area, which results in the fascinating and rapidly evolving
field of nanomedicine. In this regard, the astonishing physicochemical
properties of nanomaterials along with their extremely reduced size,
which have at least one of its dimensions hundred or thousand times
smaller than the diameter of a red blood cell, have allowed proposing
new promising approaches for solving clinical problems that, have
not been successfully resolved with conventional techniques.
For instance, in suitable conditions, the use of very fine colloidal
nanoparticles as nanoscopic vehicles of therapeutic agents (drugs,
genes, and radioactive isotopes) improve the cancer therapies
increasing the pharmacokinetic profiles, the bioavailability and the
tissue distribution of such agents in comparison with the obtained
with other formulations.18 On the other hand, new tactical solutions
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to achieve the desired site-specific drug delivery based on the use
of functionalized colloidal nanoplatforms are now being actively
investigated. Such strategies are based on ligand-receptor or antibodyantigen interactions.19-21 and/or the use of superparamagnetic colloidal
nanoparticles guided by exciting magnetic field gradients.22 In addition,
these last nanoparticles can perform other tasks after reaching a
damaged tissue or organ. For example, given their superparamagnetic
behavior, they are excellent contrast agents for MRI (standard and
functional).23 In fact, several commercial MRI contrast agents (e.g.
Endorem® / Feridex IV®, Gastro MARK® and Resovist®) are
colloidal suspensions of functionalized super paramagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (SPIONs). Furthermore, SPIONs also can serve as tiny
heat radiation sources (42-56°C) in the presence of an alternating
magnetic field (typically with amplitudes of 1 to 50 kA / m and
frequencies of 1 kHz to 1 MHz) by means of Neel and/or Brownian
relaxations.24
Metallic noble nanoparticles are also key nanosystems with
surprising implications in the life sciences. For instance, given
their tunable plasmonic.25 and surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS).26 properties, noble metal nanoparticles can be used as optical
nanoantenna for the ultra-high sensitive detection of biomolecules
(DNA, proteins, prions, etc).27-29 in different complex media such as
serum and blood.29 Also, they have been used as photo-adsorbing agents
in photo-thermal therapies.30 On the other hand, silver nanoparticles
display potent and broad-spectrum antibacterial.7,31 antifungal.32
and virucidal.33 activities that have been widely exploited in the
disinfection of aliments, water and medical instruments, and which
could play an essential role in the prevention of epidemics caused by
the progressive resistance of pathogens to the drugs.31 Also, Ag NPs
can display positive effects in the healing and regeneration of tissues
through their antimicrobial activity, the reduction of the inflammation
processes and the modulation of fibrogenic cytokines.34,35 and Ag NPs
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deposited on a substrate can serve as favorable anchoring sites to
promote the development of neurites in the neuronal growth.36
All these spectacular advances have generated an increasing
enthusiasm about the future of the application of engineered
nanomaterials in medicine; however important challenges and
difficulties must be urgently addressed. For instance, the penetration
depth and drug intra-tumoral diffusion using nanoscopic drug
vectors must be improved to achieve an actually successful therapy
in clinical applications. Furthermore, although nanomaterials don’t
provoke massive death of human cells as it has been observed for
bacteria exposed to certain nanoparticles, very fine nanomaterials
can significantly affect to their health inhibiting their metabolism
and producing DNA damage.37 Also, nanotoxicology studies in invivo systems have yielded disturbing results. For instance, researches
of aquatic systems treated with nanomaterials have indicated a
concentration-dependent increase of biological dysfunctions,
including a reduction of the fertilization and reproduction success and
mortality and hatching delay in fish embryos.38,39
Therefore, we are on the verge of a new technological revolution
where awesome applications are emerging and whose range is hard to
imagine. They should radically improve various aspects of our quality
of life. However, to make this a reality without jeopardizing human
health and the environment, further investigations are pressingly
required to fully understand the mechanisms involved in the bioactivity
of the nanomaterials and their dependences to achieve a sustainable
exploitation of the spectacular technological and biomedical potential
of the nanomaterials.
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